FASCISM'S 'CHALLENGE TO TIME'
What has emerged from the -necessarily highly condensed -narrative of Fascism's genesis offered in the last chapter is that it is not just to be approached as the offspring of cultural modernism, whether Futurism, Vocianism, 2 or Gentilean actualism, or as the derivative of Sorelian, revolutionary syndicalist currents of political modernism. 3 Rather it is to be regarded as a highly syncretic, synergetic form of political modernism in its own right. As Claudio Fogu observes, 'The modernist character of Fascism resided neither in the "spiritualization of technology", nor solely in its appropriation of avant-garde techniques, but rather in its self-presentation as a modernist political movement for the age of the masses.' 4 The many unresolved ideological tensions, inconsistencies, and contradictions gleefully documented both in Mussolini's personality and the regime as a whole by some historians 5 are thus not to be taken as symptoms of a personal dictatorship driven solely by megalomania, an obsession with the monopoly of power for its own sake, or aestheticized political reaction. Rather they stem to a large extent from the revolutionary bid to translate -in rapidly changing objective conditions -a loose alliance of often contradictory modernist projects for the regeneration of history and the creation of a new Italy into the praxis of a new political system able to meet the demands of a modern nation-state with as broad a consensus as possible.
The numerous practical problems that Fascism faced in doing this were exacerbated by the fact that the new regime was to be constructed not ex nihilo, but by transforming an existing state system with no agreed historical precedent or doctrine to go on, something which, given the small number of convinced Fascists as a percentage of the population, required as much collaboration as possible from existing elites, political, social, and cultural. The alarming cracks that appeared in the totalitarian edifi ce from the outset point not to the spurious nature of its totalitarianism implied by the term 'façade ', 6 but to the fundamentally utopian -and hence essentially unrealizable -nature of the whole Fascist undertaking to create a modernist state capable of changing the course not just of Italian but world history for the better. There are thus good grounds for taking at face value the passage in Mussolini's autobiography, published in 1928 when the parabola of his career was still in the ascendant, in which he pours vitriol on the political parties under the Giolittian system. 7 He says that he was compelled to create the fascist movement because 'Their ideas had grown tawdry and insuffi cient -unable to keep pace with the rising tide of unexpected political exigencies, unable to adjust to the formation of new history and developments and new conditions of modern life.' It was thus vital to imagine a wholly new political conception, adequate to the living reality of the twentieth century, overcoming at the same time the ideological worship of liberalism, the limited horizons of various spent and exhausted democracies, and fi nally the violently Utopian spirit of Bolshevism. In a word, I felt the deep need for an original conception capable of bringing about a more fruitful rhythm of history in a new period of history. It was necessary to lay the foundation of a new civilization.
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Though it does not use the term 'modernist' to describe such aspirations, Angelo Ventrone's history of the genesis of Fascism in the First World War also corroborates the cogency of seeing the eventual regime as the concrete embodiment of political modernism as we have characterized it. He claims that after the war 'the project that Fascism made its own' was 'to institutionalize and make permanent the myth of the nation'. Mussolini's dictatorship undertook an experiment which, 'by refi ning political instruments constructed and elaborated in the course of the war', set out to overcome the domination of society under existing modernity by 'technology, fi nance, decadence and feminization, sensual desire and atomization, equality and entropy that was now threatening Italy as well'. Thus the new state was rooted in the search for 'a modernity capable of spiritualizing the masses', 9 its revolution aiming to comprehensively transform into politics the 'essentially literary' desire 'to give a new meaning to individual and collective life'.
